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Life After Death, A True Incident 
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Abstract— Life after death, a true incident. Let us try to understand, we know that, by the big bang starting, move of time started 

and it is the main time. A  lot of move created by creating galaxies,solar  sytems,planets and stars which are moving and revolv-

ing on its own axis depending on parameter k value which i  have already discussed in my another research paper. That means 

different times are running on this universe with different speed. The speed of time not fixed , it is variable on varying places.  

Now i want to say that, suppose, in a certain moment i am 5 years old and my father is 35 years old and i want to travel by a 

spaceship for 5 years and started the ravelling. After finishing my travel i will return to my father on earth. What change will be 

made?  For example, one year space travel is equal to 10 years passing on earth. The age of my father will be 85 and my age will 

be remain almost same or about one year increasing as in a state of high speed travelling loss of physical structure grow less. 

Now the magic is i am a little boy and my father is very old man. Then to me it is understandable that i am in future and to my 

father, it is understandable that he is in the past. In this way, If i increase my space travelling time more 5 years and returned to 

earth , i have found my father no more actually no relatives found more. I will feel me alone on earth with other unknown envi-

ronment. In the above way, i want to say that, after death our soul start their travel only and they reach on a unknown place of 

high order of technological advancement of regenerating physical structure. So, now for each person after death, time travel or 

space travel will be occurred by maintaining the same proportion of difference of age on earth. Every soul must travel time or 

space by the procedure of death. Actually death is the procedure of starting the travel. Travelling with great speed is a magic as 

many unknown things can be found. Such as , if me and my friend are in Dhaka now. I am travelling by air plane from dhaka to 

chittagong. My friend dissapeared from me and i found some new. It is because of using more speed of time. Actually every 

thing are hidden by the cover of time. Thus , life after death is very possible. 
 

Index Terms—  Life after Death,Hashor,Heaven and Hell, Rewarding, Judgement Day 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

he Earth is full of more than 600 crore people. Everyday 
new baby are borning and some are dying. The whole 
management of living, teaching, earning, administrating 

etc are going on. No one is aware about dying. No research  
are taken place regard what happen after die. A  question of 
knowing what is creator derive me to find what happened 
after death scientifically as i am a student of science. Beside 
this, the things which inspired me more to find out the cir-
cumstances after death is peace spreding on earth by come 
together to understand that dying is not the end word, after 
dying something more are waiting for us as we can see that 
various crimes are continuing. If the criminals understand 
truly that after death we will be regenerated and evaluated, i 
think every kinds of criminal activities will be disappeared 
from earth. Peace is spreading and golden days return back. 

2     BACKGROUND 

The religion is the thing which is being contained by action. 
We know that, the prime reason behind at least one of the 

wars happened in the history of earth is this religion. The pur-
pose of this writing is to establish peace by stopping war on 
earth. We who are educated and wise, surely we are science 
obeying, this is why this scientific research of mine. If we to-
gether can contain science in our mind then all problems will 
be solved  by itself alone. It is my demand as a student of sci-
ence. 

3     RESULT 

What is soul and how it is travelling? As the creator is light 
(foton atom) and everything is created from light i want to say 
that foton existed behind every element. Like , if you breake a 
material,  electron , proton and neutron can be found. Further 
breaking derive you to find foton and further foton or less 
than foton atom can be found. That means foton is the main 
thing behind the structure of everything. According to holy 
quran human are made from soil. Regarding this to me scien-
tifically it is such like that the soul which is created from light 
special kind with inducing force is projected on soil and struc-
ture of first man is created with best intelligence. Then create 
woman and then their children from them and so on. Now 
when this man and woman and every living things die the 
soul exited and traverse on this space like light or more than 
the speed of light. It is traversing on space with time and it is 
time travelling. And reaching on unknown place again pro-
jecting on soil. This unknown place is parallel world running 
with current  world. It is i think only. Practical result can not 
be found by the modern science currently. 
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4     METHODOLOGY 

I have used qualitative methods to gather information of 
knowing of various text, video and audio documents. 

5     CONCLUSION 

Actually we are created for infinite time, our age length of time is 

infinite, death is the transitional point only. Like day and night. 

Day+Night=24 hours, Current Life+Post Life= Infinite Time. When 

our body will be regenerated, then it comes a question of evaluat-

ing depending on good and bad acts by observing memory rec-

ords. After evaluating, it comes a question of rewarding and as-

signing facilities which is similar to the proportion of earth life. 

And this starting travel to assigning facilities procedure is very 

speedy according to time of earth and it is very slow according to 

the time of unknown place. To the earth man it is so fast going, 

evaluating and assigning and to the unknown place man it is very 

slow going. Like one day in unknown place is equal to the grand 

total passing time of the earth. For more clearing, suppose two 

friends are standing in the middle of circular airport located at 

teknaf. They are in a bet that, one is using fighter plane to go 

tetulia from teknaf by 5 minutes and the other friend will cross 

the circle by this 5 minutes with walking and a phone set is kept 

on tetulia and a phone set kept on standting friend’s hand. The 

purpse is to talk and observing what happened after 5 minutes.  

Start the race and standing friend thought that what a speed of 

the flying friend !. But flying friend thought that reaching by 5 

minutes is so much slow and he can reach there by 3 minutes. He 

increases his speed by 2 minutes to recovery of slowness. He 

reached by 3 minutes and call to his friend standing. It can  be 

found that standing friend still walking and require more 2 

minutes. Flying friend have to wait for two minutes and he 

thought that his friend is taking 5+2=7 minutes passing in equiva-

lence of his 5 minutes. Standing friend tells  him that he takes 5 

minutes and flying friend says him that he(standing) takes 7 

minutes. Now both are true and believing and obeying  each oth-

er. The flying friend found that his calculated 7 minutes is 5 

minutes which is little treating and standing friend found that his 

calculated 5 minutes is actually 7 minutes which is bigger treat-

ing. This 7 minutes is the grand total passing time of earth and 

this 5 minutes is the above one day. 

 

 It is as though, at unknown place each person will feel that they 

are in a wait like above and have spent very little time on earth. 

Earth people will feel that super faster travelling implemented 

and they are in a magic of time of how flowing. Extreme travel 

with extreme time speed  from one place truly make effect on time 

flow of that place extremely.   
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